The New Retail Experience
How Digital Experiences and Contextual Technology are
Changing the Face of Retail

A Retail Industry in Transition
Perhaps no other industry is being transformed by the hands of technology as much as retail. Ecommerce, now more than a
decade old, has stirred both worry and excitement among retail executives as shoppers increasingly turn to online channels.
Indeed, there’s a lot to keep retail executives up at night: Everything from Amazon’s impending dominance, flash sale websites
that dilute brand value, and the negative effects of show-rooming, to socially-empowered consumers who often turn to social
networks to rant about their shopping experiences, good and bad. Customers expect a lot more from the shopping experience in
general and are placing new demands on retailers to get it right. Retail officers clearly have their hands full.

For the most part, retailers have adapted well to these
technological changes. For example, larger chains have
equipped their in-store sales staff with iPads and other
clientelling solutions to better serve customers. Some
have also started experimenting with A/B testing online
promotions to maximize conversion rates. And thanks to
analytics and business intelligence, retailers often know their
customers better than they ever have, and are responding by
implementing multi-channel services, such as “ship from store”
or in-store pickup for website purchases.
But for all of their adaptability, retailers still face big
challenges. The traditional ecommerce website itself, based
on a 90s era catalog metaphor, lacks emotional impact and
limits branding opportunities. Comprised of little product
photos neatly lined in a row, this static design has been the
mainstay of online shopping for nearly a decade. In fact, the
grid layout prevails to this day on many popular ecommerce
websites.
But a profound change has occurred over the past few years
that’s causing a significant shift in retail shopper expectations.
The advent of social media, the smartphone with its endless
supply of apps, and fast, abundant Internet connectivity
have formed a perfect storm of technology that has shifted
consumer focus away from traditional online catalog stores
and given consumers a thirst for something much more

engaging. Now, consumers expect their online shopping to
be a full-on “experience”, an immersive, content-rich affair that
happens seamlessly across touchpoints – whether it’s in-store,
online through an iPhone, tablet, or at home on a regular
desktop PC – at a time of the consumers’ choosing. The digital
experience is now at the epicenter of what we call “new retail.”
Digital experiences have the power to forge strong emotional
connections with consumers, driving revenue and winning over
new customers. This experience-driven approach is something
the antiquated catalog storefront just can’t offer.
Furthermore, a rethink of how online and offline channels
are integrated is taking place. Today’s digitally-empowered
consumers are shopping everywhere — at home, strolling
through the park, or while standing in line at Dean & Deluca. To
most retailers, these opportunities represent separate channels
(web, mobile, tablet, in-store, wearables) that are often managed
by different departments. But customers don’t see “channels”
– they only see your brand. This makes having an experiencedriven commerce strategy that takes omni-channel retailing into
account more important than ever.
To remain competitive, retailers must learn how to embrace
this new experience-driven model. The future of commerce
is in monetizing the digital experience that brands provide to
customers.
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Retail Reimagined
In new retail, the shopping experience is re-imagined through digital
experiences that bring a brand and product to life, raising the bar to
be more than rows and columns of little product images on a website.
These new engaging, content-rich experiences are much more
personalized for the shopper, and are a perfect fit for today’s mobile
users who have become adept at consuming rich content almost
anywhere.
However, most retailers today continue to use traditional ecommerce
systems that are not suited to new retail and digital experiences.
These aging systems still cling to the catalog metaphor, despite
the introduction of new whiz-bang features such as 360-degree
product imagery, customer reviews, and predictive search tools.
Moreover, retailers are often hampered by inefficient internal content
development processes and workflows, due primarily to ecommerce,
marketing, and retail store teams using different software tools to
manage and execute their campaigns, based on their siloed view of
the customer. This results in a customer experience that is disjointed.
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Experience-driven commerce moves away from the traditional “e-shop or storefront” and brings the lifestyle of a brand to the
forefront, allowing retailers to compete on brand and customer loyalty rather than price. This new model allows marketers and
e-business leaders to rapidly customize the shopping experience and extend their existing IT investments.
Shoppers want and fully expect their favorite brands to deliver rich, personalized, customer-centric shopping experiences across
all channels. Experience-driven commerce encompasses the concepts of storytelling and editorial content, enticing them to
engage with your brand.
Marketers shouldn’t mourn the loss of the online catalog too much. From a brand and marketing perspective, the traditional
approach to ecommerce minimizes the value of your marketing and the power of your brand. As any in-store merchandiser can
tell you, how a product appears and how it’s presented has a significant impact on sales. The digital experience concept brings
that merchandising concept into the 21st century, allowing marketers to pair digital narrative and products together, weaving them
into an intriguing brand story.

The Rise of Story-Selling
Does telling a better story sell more of a product? Is the story
of your product actually more important than any other factor,
including price and quality?
In the summer for 2006, Rob Walker, a writer for New York
Times Magazine, embarked on a unique retail experiment.
Walker wanted to know what makes one product more valuable
than another in the eyes of the consumer. Would they be more
likely to purchase a product if it had a compelling story behind
it? Is what your product does for your customers as important
as what your product means to them? Walker set up a test to
find out, and the results were reported in the Harvard Business
Review.
Walker and a colleague began purchasing used objects from
bargain outlets and thrift shops. Shoes, picture frames, a
cracked ceramic horse, even a plastic banana. Each item cost
no more than $4. These items were selected because they
were ordinary items with little or no intrinsic worth. Walker then

enlisted the help of several professional journalists and writers
to write a story to accompany each product. For his experiment
to be objective, Walker was careful to ensure that the stories
weren’t about the product per se, but each story put the
product in a new context, giving new meaning to the consumer.
Walker listed the products for sale using an auction pricing
model, each paired with its accompanying story. That little
cracked ceramic horse? It sold for $46 on a cost of $1.29. Other
products sold for similar astounding profit margins. On average,
the value of the products rose 2,700%. What Walker had
found was that consumers are much more likely to purchase a
product if it is placed within a context that resonates with them
on an emotional level. The story of your product is what matters
most.
Creating a compelling story is what digital experiences are all
about. Digital experiences skillfully blend product and brand
content to create an emotional connection with your customer.
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The Digital Experience Opportunity
The potential impact that digital experiences will have on the retail sector is profound. Market research firm Forrester estimates
that by 2017, half of all retail transactions will be influenced by digital channels in some way. Much of that “influence” will be in the
form of researching brands and products before a shopper pulls the trigger on a purchase.
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“For every $1 that consumers spend online, they will spend nearly $5 in physical stores based on previous online research,”
Forrester said in its US Cross-Channel Retail Forecast, 2012 To 2017. That online research sometimes includes straightforward
product reviews and product specifications, but also research into a product’s quality, branding, and even social acceptability.
Consumers will be interacting with product content online before they purchase. This creates an opportunity for retailers to use
digital experiences to tell a compelling brand story and win over customers.
Take luxury retailers, for example. Luxury brands are not merely retailers — many of them are also sitting on heaps of digital
content that is highly shareable and can be commerce-enabled. These brands are looking beyond the online catalog model and
embracing CMS-driven ecommerce, building content-rich web and mobile experiences that tell the brand story, while enabling
commerce where its needed within this content. Not just on the web, but in mobile apps, in-store experiences, and new and
emerging touchpoints. Of course, social media isn’t far behind. In the New Retail model, social content can be pulled directly into
product pages using APIs or curated collections of consumer photos of your brand on social networks.
Some brands are taking the digital experience concept further by leveraging virtual shopping events designed to bring the instore experience online. These hybrid experiences come complete with flash sales, giveaways and gifts with purchase, wrapped
in a Great Gatsby-esque lifestyle experience complete with music and, of course, shoppable video. There’s unlimited potential to
how commerce can connect to live events. The key is to be nimble in creating customized content and experiences tailored to
the events, bringing the digital experience into the physical world, and bringing data back into the system to optimize shopping
experiences across touchpoints for individual luxury customers.
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The benefits of digital experiences are not limited to luxury brands. Forrester Research Inc. singles out apparel, accessories,
grocery, home improvement and electronics as industries where digital channels and experiences are likely to have the most
impact.
For most retailers, digital experiences are about bringing aspects of the in-store shopping experience to the online medium.
But it’s not limited to that direction. Digital experiences can also be about enhancing the in-store experience using new digital
technologies, such as iBeacon. With their micro-location context and relatively cheap price tag, iBeacons are poised to transform
the in-store experience in six areas: Digital loyalty; unlocking new in-store features for retailer apps; sales clerks of the future;
customer service; product information and merchandising optimization; and point of sale. When implemented as part of an overall
digital experience strategy, iBeacons can be a potent tool in the retailer’s arsenal.

More retailers are turning to iBeacon technology, such as those from BlueCats, to enhance the in-store digital experience.

Whatever the digital innovation, its clear that ecommerce is moving away from the “catalog” experience. Brands selling direct to
consumer have the opportunity to reinvent their ecommerce businesses to become truly omnichannel, immersive, content-driven
and socially integrated, setting themselves apart from their retail channel partners. But to get there demands content-driven
ecommerce with a central focus on providing an outstanding digital experience, and the ability to plug transactional capabilities
into any touchpoint while collecting and feeding back the data generated by consumer activities across channels.
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The Foundation for New Retail
Creating a seamless customer journey across digital experience touchpoints calls for a new approach to backend platform
integrations, one which empowers the marketer and business user to effortlessly blend content and products in ways that they
have not previously been able to do so. These platform integrations cross multiple domains with 3 core systems of Content
Management Systems, Ecommerce, and CRM.

Research shows that the optimum integration approach is to assign a particular system to do a particular job so they aren’t
vying for supremacy. For example, the CMS is best suited to manage product information and item descriptions, controlling
workflow, and providing search capabilities. Meanwhile, the ecommerce system is responsible for maintaining all transactional
processes, pricing, promotions and product bundles, cart management, order creation, account history, and everything related to
omni-channel fulfillment. Ideally, advanced ecommerce capabilities should also be able to leverage the rich CMS workflow that
surrounds it, allowing it to go through the approval process that a regular piece of content would take.
Accomplishing this requires deep integration of CMS and ecommerce systems. By adopting a CMS-led architecture, where
the Web Content Management System sits on top of the ecommerce engine, businesses benefit from an integrated customer
experience; single toolset for experience management; and a clean separation of structured and unstructured content. RESTful
web services, such as a hypermedia API, act as the connective tissue, brokering backend services to the customer-facing CMS
layer.
This simple, high performance architectural model ensures that CMS components always have access to accurate, real-time
information from the ecommerce engine and other business systems – without the need for constant feeds, synchronization, or
data replication.
Finally, by utilizing an API strategy that brokers backend enterprise services, your organization will be rich in data from numerous
customer-facing channels. From geolocation sensors in cell phones and mobile apps, to social media campaigns, to tracking your
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customers’ browsing and searching habits, your organization will be able to mine this data to glean insights that marketer’s can
use to their advantage. More specifically, the ideal digital experience platform needs this data to perform two key functions:
1.

Analysis and correlation of data over specific lengths of time to give businesses and marketers the intelligence and insight to
spot nascent trends - areas where new products, pricing or promotions can be tested and refined.

2.

Real-time event processing, in which a series of “if this then that” data calculations automatically return desired content,
pricing or promotions based on particular actions or specific interests of the consumer.

Seamlessly weaving together content and ecommerce is key to your digital experience platform, as is leveraging data and
ensuring that you have a unified API strategy. For retailers, the ideal digital experience platform should encompass an
omni-channel journey across both offline and online worlds, and ensure ease of maintaining cohesive customer data across
touchpoints. Doing this will require an ecommerce platform that has been built specifically to leverage digital experience
platforms.
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Further Reading
We recommend the following resources to further educate your organization on digital experiences and experience-driven
commerce.
White paper: The Three Pillars of Digital Experience: How to Create the Ultimate Platform with CMS, Commerce, and Data
http://www.elasticpath.com/three-pillars-of-digital-experience-cms-commerce-data
Webinar: Bringing Commerce and Content Together to Build Amazing Customer Experiences
http://www.elasticpath.com/resources/webinar/bringing-commerce-and-content-together-build-amazing-customer-experiences
Webinar: Supercharge Your Digital Customer Experience with United APIs
http://www.elasticpath.com/webinar/unified-apis
Get Elastic, the #1 Ecommerce Blog in the World
http://www.getelastic.com

About Elastic Path
Elastic Path empowers people to create value from innovative digital experiences. Our software seamlessly adds omnichannel
ecommerce, subscriptions, and legacy systems connectivity to digital engagement platforms from Adobe, OpenText®, and others,
enabling companies to deliver outstanding customer experiences that maximize engagement and conversion. Every year, we
generate billions of dollars in digital revenue for the world’s best brands – including Google, Pearson, Symantec, Time Inc.,
Virgin Media, and Western Union.
Contact us for more information:
sales@elasticpath.com or call +1.800.942.5282
www.elasticpath.com
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